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SUMMARY 

Since the early 1950's, highways have been designed in 
Virginia to carry 8-foot wide vehicles on 12-foot lanes. Extra- 
legal width vehicles impose detrimental operational effects and 
safety hazards on other highway users. To minimize the hazards, 
the Highway and Transportation Commission places restrictions 
on the movement of all extralegal size vehicles through permit 
regulations. Currently in Virginia, frequent numbers of loads 
up to and including those 12 .feet in width are allnwed to be 
operated on the highway on a routine permit basis. Loads above 
12 feet wide have been allowed infrequently, and only when 
alternative measures have been exhausted. Recently the Vir- 
ginia Housing Study Com•nission endorsed a proposal to transport 
frequent numbers of 14-foot wide housing units on the state's 
highways. A 14-foot wide load exceeds the width of a standard 
12-foot traffic lane and creates more hazards for the motorist 
than .do 12-foot wide loads. 

Based on studies of 14-foot wide loads conducted in Cali- 
fornia and •'lorida and by the Midwest Research Institute, and 
data obtained from the Virginia State Police and highway per- 
sonnel, the significant findings of this study are- 

i. Regardless of initial requests to have 14-foot 
wide loads traverse only t]•e highest type roads, 
they must eventually traverse all types to reach 
their ultimate destinations. 

2. An 18-foot traffic lane is needed for the safe 
movement of a 14-foot wide load. Thus, for 
standard 12-foot traffic lanes, encroachment 
by the 14-foot load onto the shoulder and the 
adjacent traffic lane is necessary. 

3. Only 5% of Virginia's highway system mileage 
consists of 12-foot traffic lanes. 

4. A 14-foot wide load could physically use 
approximately 45% of Virginia's highway mileage, 
provided traffic was restricted to a one-way 
operation. 

5. Thirty percent of the highway mileage in Vir- 
ginia consists of 7-foot traffic lanes that would 
physically restrict, if not preclude, the movement 
of a 14-foot wide load. 
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6. Motorists approach 14-foot wide loads more 
cautiously and with greater vehicle dis- 
placement than is the case for 12-foot 
loads. 

7. Motorists are reluctant to pass 14-foot wide 
loads. This reluctance creates delay and 
inconvenience to the motoring public and re- 
duces the level of service of the facility. 

8. Motorists are more likely to encroach on the 
shoulder when passing 14-foot wide loads than 
when passing ].2-foot loads. 

9. Vehicles passing 14-foot wide loads on 4-lane 
undivi•ded highways move to the ]_eft over the 
double yellow centerline and create potentials 
for head-on collisions. 

!0. A 14-foot wide load overhanging the shoulder 
area creates potential safety hazards for 
pedestrians and bicyclists. 

ii. At narrow structures the 14-foot wide load 
reduces travel momentarily to a one-way 
operation and creates abnormal speed changes 
and erratic maneuvers by other highway users. 

12. It is extremely difficult to maneuver wide 
loads in urban areas. 

13. Frequent flat tires on wide mobile homes 
create a potential safety hazard. Breakdowns 
are normally time-consuming to repair and often 
block portions of the traveled way. A serious 
hazard would be created if the unit were per- 
mitted ,on a narrow road with one-way traffic and 
a breakdown occurred that resulted in blocking 
the way of fire, police, and other emergency 
vehicles. 

14. Accident records do not indicate that 12-foot 
wide loads are directly involved in an inord•nate 
number of accidents. The additional 2 feet make 
the load width exceed existing lane widths and 
pose a different type of hazard. 
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INTRODUCTION 

Highway transportation systems are designed to safely- 
and efficiently accommodate vehicles which do-not exceed legal 
size and weight limits, however, there is .an occasional need 
to transport a vehicle or load that exceeds the legal limits. (I) 
To protect the motoring public from unnecessary hazards and in- 
conveniences caused by extralegal vehicles, hauling or moving 
permits setting forth restrictions must be obtained before they 
are moved over the highway. (2) 

One of the dimensions of vehicle size on which legal 
-limitations are placed is the width. By Virginia statute, per- 
mits ar• required when the width of a vehicle and its load exceed 
8 feet. i) Under the current policy of the Highway and Trans- 
portation Commission, multiuse permits may be issued for the 
transportation of units up to 12 feet wide. (2) 

In its 1975 report to the Governor and General Assembly 
of Virginia, the Virginia Housing Study Commission endorsed ap- 
proval of the transportation of 14-foot wide housing units on 
Virginia highways.(3) The reasons for the. Commission's endorse- 
ment were (i) the need to provide adequate housing for the state's 
growing population, and (2) the providing of parity for the Vir- 
ginia mobile home and manufactured housing industry in its 
competition with the industries of other states. 

The transportation of 14-foot wide units would require 
a change in the current load width policy. As 14-foot units 
would be 2 feet wider than the standard 12-foot traffic lane, 
these extralegal loads could not be confined to a single traffic 
lane and could involve operational problems and safety hazards 
greater than those encountered with the movement of 12-foot 
units. 



The responsibility of the State Highway and Transporta- 
tion Commission is to give primary consideration to the safety 
a•d convenience of the motoring public and to protect the high- 
way systems of the state. Therefore, prior to considering any 
change in the load width policy, Commissioner Douglas B. Fugate 
of the Virginia Department of Highways and Transportation re- 
quested an assessment of the operational effects and safety 
hazards which might be anticipated in the transportation of 
14-foot wide units in Virginia. 



PURPOSE 

The purpose of this study was to determine the detrimental 
operational effects and safety hazards of permitting 14-foot wide 
loads on Virginia-highways. Since the Department of Highways 
and Transportation must issue permits and administer the program 
of transporting extralegal units over the highway system, it 
is appropriate that such operational effects and hazards be 
anticipated. Consideration of such factors as road and lane 
widths throughout the Commonwealth, dimensions of bridges and 
tunnels, and the proximity to the roadway of other appurtenances 
are but examples of some of the issues involved. 

At present, 43 states permit the transportation of 14-foot 
wide loads. This rather widespread allowance of oversize loads 
does not necessarily mean, however, that the movement of the 
loads is not accompanied by significant problems to highway and 
transportation officials and to highway users. Moreover, many 
of the states that permit 14-foot wide loads bear little resem- 
blance to Virginia in terms of topography and highway system 
characteristics. So the decision in question is not simply a 
matter of Virginia aligning herself, with the majority view. 

It should be emphasized also that the study did not attempt 
to balance the costs and benefits and reach a conclusion pro or 

con; it merely sought to identify the problems likely to be ex- 
perienced without regard to their societal costs. The problems 
here identified should be weighed by decision makers against the 
likely benefits cited by the Housing Study Commission. 

Clearly, there is an upper limi.t to the allowable width of 
vehicles which frequently travel the highway system beyond which 
the state can not or should not go. A system designed for 8-foot 
wide vehicles simply will not accommodate large numbers of ve- 
hicles in excess of that width. Whether that upper limit has 
been reached at 12 feet or will be reached at 14 feet or 16 feet 
is not clear. Nor is it clear how far the mobile home and in- 
dustrialized housing industry will seek to go in this regard. 
Already some states permit 16-foot and 18-foot wide loads. Will 
the Virginia mobile home and industrialized housing industry face 
serious competition from firms in those states in the near 
future? If so, will the Commonwealth be faced with requests for 
the movement of vehicles 16 feet and 18 feet in width if 14-foot 
wide units are allowed? The answers to these questions are not 
available but some consideration of their future resolution is 
necessary. 





SCOPE 

The scope of the assessment was restricted to a literature 
survey and a review of the experience of hauling 12-foot wide 
loads in Virginia, because of the one-month time limitation 
allowed f.or both data collection and report preparation. Data 
collected included accident reports provided by the Virginia 
state police and observations of operational problems and 
hazards provided by highway and State Police personnel. 

Discussion in this report is directed at examining only 
the detrimental effects that could logically be expected if 
14-foot wide loads were permitted on Virginia's highways. No 
effort has been made to weigh the detrimental effects against 
any possible benefits, because the social and economic benefits 
have already been cited in the Housing Study Conm•ission report. 

Although this study addressed the problems associated with 
wide loads in general, it is recognized that a majority of 14-foot 
wide movements would consist of industrialized housing and mobile 
home units. Therefore •, most of the comments.in this report are 
directed toward these types of units. 

The study methodology assumes the hypothetical case that 
14-foot wide loads were permitted on the entire Virginia highway 
network and then examines the problems that could develop. Use 
of a hypothetical case rather than a field test was necessary 
primarily because of time restrictions; nevertheless, the prob- 
lems suggested here in theory are supported by data collected 
during actual tests in California and Florida, and by other 

-states and agencies, and referred to .frequently throughout this 
report. Further insight into the problems created, by wide loads 
was obtained by examining the-experience with 12-foot wide loads 
in Virginia. 

For purposes of simplifying the discussion, the report is 
subdivided into the following areas- 

i. Literature Survey 
2. Geometric and Structural Restrictions 

3. Operational Effects and Safety Hazards 

4. Other Problems. 
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DISCUSSION 

Literature Survey 

A literature search conducted by the Highway Research 
Information Service* provided a basis for the literature survey. 
The primary findings in this study are based on the results of 
studies conducted by California, Florida, and the Midwest Re- 
search Institute. (4,5,6.7) 

In the 1972 California study, a 14-foot wide trailer coach 
was driven over 1,000 miles of various types of state and local 
roads. (4) As a result of operational problems and potential 
safety hazards encountered during the demonstration, California 
decided against permitting routine movements of 14-foot wide 
housing units on its highway systems. In July ].973, California 
reviewed the feasibility of moving fa.ctory built housing units 
greater than 12 feet over their highways and again concluded 
not to routinely permit loads greater than 12 feet wide. (5) As 
of January i, 1976, California highway officials were not aware 
of any developments in either the housing industry or state 
legislature that would cause them to reevaluate their prohibition 
of 14 foot wide units. 

In August 1972, a study was conducted by the Florida De- 
pantment of Transportation to determine if loads wider than 12 
feet should be routinely permitted on the state's highways. (6) 
In the Florida study, a tractor-trailer unit with a 12-foot-9 inch 
module used in hotel construction was .driven over a variety of 
primary and secondary highways. The study resulted in the recom- 
mendation that Florida prohibit loads wider than 12 feet on their 
highways because of the wide load's potential for damaging struc- 
tures, causing accidents, and reducing highway capacity. 

One of the most comprehen-sive studies of the problems 
created by wide housing units was conducted by the Midwest Re- 
search Institute in 1973 for the Federal Highway Administration. 
The project included photographic and visual observations of 
traffic in the vicinity of ]_2- and 14-foot wide housing units. 
Approximately 12,000 miles of wide load movement were studied 
during 63 trips in 20 states. In addition to collecting traffic 
data, study personnel interviewed approximately 3,000 motorists 
in an effort to determine public opinion concerning the transporting 

*Highway Research Information Service is a service of the Trans- 
portation Research Board, National Academy of Sciences, 2101 
Constitution Avenue, N. W.•, Washington, D. C., 20418. 



of wide housing units. The results of the study suggest that 
"the question is not a simple one and, unfortunately, the data 
obtained in this study do not clearly show that states s]•ould 
or should not allow 14-foot wide loads." (7) The researchers 
admitted that generally the data indicated that 14-foot loads 
caused more problems and greater impositions on other highway 
users than did 12-foot units, but felt the differences }..,'ere 
not extreme. The study recoK•nends that the problems be mini- 
mized by imposing greater restrictions on 14-foot units than 
are imposed on 12-foot loads. 

Geometric and Structural Restrictions Im•.-.,osed on 
14-Foot Wide Loads in Virginia 

From experie•ce and research, the minimum lane width for 
safe operations of cor•m•ercial or mixed traff.•.c has been determined 
to be 12 feet. (8) This figure was determined, by exter,•sive speed 
placement tests conducted just prior to }•orld War II. iqesearch 
indicated that 8-foot vehicles or•.erating at 55 mph required a 
normal weaving path of i0 feet. An additio•.al foot on each side 
of the path was considered desirable to increase safety and re- 
duce maintenance, especially on the sbouider. By the 1950's, the 
12-foot lane was considered a national standard for legal size 
vehicles. (4) 

Data collected during the California study indicated a 
14-foot trailer with mirrors created an effective width of 14-1/2 
to 15 feet and,. required an additional 4 feet of roadway to pro- 
vide desirable safety. (4) Thus the 14-foot wide load actually 
required a minimum, traveled way of 18 feet. As the standard lane 
width is only 12 feet, encroachment on the shoulder and into the 
adjacent lane was unavoidable. 

Interstate highways designed with 12-foot lanes and paved 
shoulders provide ideal operati.ng conditions for legal size ve- 
hic].es. However, the primary system and especially the seconda•-y 
system in Virginia have many sections of narrow roadways and 
narrow structures whose geometrics make it impossible to move 
14-foot wide loads. A summary of the Virginia traffic lane widths 
and structures 14-foot wide or less is given in Table i. 

Sonde of the states that allow movemen.t of 14-foot loads 
restrict travel to roadways that have 12-foot lanes. As noted in 
Table i, in Virginia 90% of the roadway mi].eage has traffic lanes 
less than 12-feet wide. This figure does not reflect the fact. 
that many divJ•ded highways use the old roadway to carry traffic in 
one direction and that in many cases these are less than 12 feet: 
wide. For example, some noticeable cases of divided hJ.ghways with 
9-foot traffic lanes in one d.i.rectio• are sections of Route 60 in 
New Kent. County, Route 29 in Prince William County, and Route 360 
in Hanover Count.},. 
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A closer estimate of the mileage of highways with 12-foot 
lanes would be approximately 5% of the total mileage in Virginia.* 
Most of this mileage is on the interstate and arterial, divided 
highways, whic]• fact raises an important question, as to whether 
it would be feasible for an industry to move 14-foot units even 
if it were allowed to do so. As shown in Figure i, most of the 
major industrial housing manufacturers and suppliers are located 
in a•ea.s adjacent to the interstate and primary highways. How- 

ever, it would be reasonable to assume that most of the market 
for the housing units would be in areas served by-the secondary 
system. Essentially, this would mean that for 14-foot wide units 
to •e economically feasible for most companies, they would have 
to be permitted on the majority of the [•ighway system and not 
just the 5% of roads with 12-foot traffic lanes. 

As noted in Table I, approximately 20% of Virginia road- 
way mileage has traffic !.anes I0 and !i fee-t wide. Movement 
of i•'• • •oot wide loaN.s on +he<e,... h•c•hway•• would be pbys•ca•y• 
possible," however, extreme caution would •p'-e •equ•',red o •... al.]_ 
motorists, in order for the movements to be made in safety, 
hicle operating speeds would have to be substantially reduc_.c,.. 
Furthermore, passing the wide loads would be nearly impossible 
and vehicles meeting them would have to use the shoulder. 

Assuming that there were no horizontal and vertical align- 
ment restrictions, or structures 14-foot wide or less, travel on 
appzoximately 45% of-the system wo•).id be physically possible, 
provided that in most cases the roadway is reduced to one-way 
operation. 

As noted in Table 1, the majority of geop•etric restrictions 
occur on the secondary system. The 30% of roadway mileage with 
7-foot or less traffic lanes also has very. narrow (I to 2 foot) 
or no shoulders,** making travel of a 14-foot load practical!y_ 
impossible. This fact, of course, would mean that the road 
would have to be closed to all other traffic because the load 
would occupy practically the entire traveled way. Further re- 

str ictJ.o•s are introduced by the fact that over 20% of the struc-- 
tures are only 16 feet wide or less.*** Additiona]•y• there a•e•. 

num.erous miles of road with 8- and 9-foot traffic lanes where hori- 
zontal and vertical alignme•rts combine to create conditions that 
would physically prohibit movemer..t of a 14-foot wide unit. 

*Based on adding the numbers of miles of 24-, 48-, and 72-foot 
pavement widths. 

**Based on a review of sbou!der •,•/.dt•s on narrow roads in two 
Virginia counties. 

***A 14-foot load does not include allowances for mirrors, etc., 
which usual]_}., make. t]•e total vehic:],e a.•,•d load. ].4-]/2 feet wide. 
A 1-1/2 foot clearance is nee<led to safely maneuver the load wil 
out damaging the load or structure. 
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Operational Effects and Safety Hazards 

Problems of 14-Foot Wide Loads Reducing Two-Way 
Roadways to a One-Way Operation 

As mentioned, 45% of Virginia's highway mileage consists 
of lanes wider than 7 feet but less than i0 feet. Permitting 
14-foot wide loads on these narrow lanes would mean the road- 
way would be temporarily reduced to a one-way status. The 
problems associated with reducing a two-way roadway to one-way 
operation for even a short period of time are numerous and 
indicate this procedure should be permitted only in case bf 
emergency. Among the obvious problems are delay and inconvenience 
to the other highway users. Several persons in addition to those 
normally escorting wide loads would be needed to direct and c'on- 
trol traffic, w]•_ich would add to the cost of transporting t.he 
wide load. Perhaps the greatest danger woul.d occur if the load 
broke down due to a flat tire or mechanical <rouble and blocked 
uhe roa<•,,•'ay. Re•arch by the Midwest R=<earch Institute has 
indicated that road repairs are often difficult and time-con- 
s[n•in9. (7) Breakdowns would not only cause intolerable delay but 
could lead to much more serious consequences such as deiay•ng fire• 
rescue squad, ,or other emergency vehici•-•s. For the reasons dis- 
cussed above, 14--foot wide loads should be discouraged from using 
an• road on which they would ])lock tra,•fJ•.c and reduce the road 
to one-way operation. In the following discussion of operational 
problems, it is ass<•m•ed that !4-foot wide units would not be 
allowed to travel on .traffic lanes less than 10-foot wJ.de. 

Encroachment of 14-Foot Wide Loads on Adjacent Traffic Lanes 

It has been shown through research that a wide load can 
often be transported on a ].2-foot traffic lane without encroaching 
on the adjacent traffic lanes. (7) It is possible for the driver 
to position the load to overhang the shoulder even. with a 14-foot 
wide load. (7) Ho}•ever, w]•ere there are obstacies on the shoulder, 
the driver must encroach on the adjacent traff.•..c lane, whJ.ch 
most two-way, 2-1ane traffic situations means that the load must 
use the entire t•-aveled way Even on. inte••tate b•c•hways whe•_•e 
there are few roadside obstacles, tests indicate a frequent need 
to encroach on the adjacent lanes because of cars parked on the 
shoulders. (7) Naturally, the problem is somewh&t more acute on 
the primary and secondary systems where shou].ders and lane widths 
are narrower than those on interstate high},,,ays. Encroachment is 
also a problem at ramp connections, at narro•.• bridges, and 
through construction areas. 
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The need of the 14-foot wide .load for an 18-foot traveled 
way and frequent encroachments on the adjacent traffic lanes 
creates numerous problems for oncoming and passing vehicles. 
Those problems will be discussed in detail later in this section. 

Effects of 14-Foot Wide Loads on Other Highway Users 

Studies have indicated that extralegal loads have measurable 
effects on the normal flow of traffic. (4,_,6) The Midwest Re- 
search Institute study concluded that the most prominent effects 
on traffic are-(7) 

i. Slow moving wide loads create more traffic 
impedances and initiate driver responses of 
a more hazardous nature than do faster moving 
wide loads. 

2. Traffic disruptJ•ons due to wide loads are more 
frequent and severe on two-lane roads than on 
divided highways. 

3. Motorists approach 14-foot wide loads on two- 
lane roads more cautiously than they do 12-foot 
wide loads. 

4. Motorists are more likely to encroach on the 
shoulder when passing 14-foot wide loads, as 
compared to 12-foot loads; few vehicles encroach 
on the shoulder when passi_ng 12-f$ot loads on 
12-foot lanes. 

5. On 12-foot lanes lateral, displacement is greater 
for vehicles meeting 14-foot loads than for 12-foot 
loads. 

The California study indicated that on, 4-lane undivided 
highways encroachment of the 14-foot load on the adjacent traffic 
lane caused passing motorists to move to the left over the double 
yellow centeriine in order to pass the load. (4) On divided high- 
ways with more t•ah 4 lanes, motorists used t].•e median lane(s), 
thereby reducing the capacity and level of service of the h'o '-• 
substantially. Also noted was the fact that oncoming and passing 
motorists effected undesirable speed changes at narrow structures 
where the wide load used the entire roadway. 
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Although 14-foot wide loads create potentially dangerous 
conditions for oncoming and passing motorisg.s, one of the most 
noticeable effects was delay caused by motorists not passing the 
wide ].oad. (7) In fact, some drivers followed the wide load for 
a quarter hour or more. 

The California researchers also noted that motorists were 
reluctant to pass the 14-foot wide load even when there was ade- 
quate room to make the passing maneuver. 

(4) 

Problems in Urban Areas 

Because of their width and length (70 foot is a common 
length) 14-foot wide ]_o•o•s cause numerous operational problems 
in urban areas. In t]•e California and Florida studies, it wa-s 
often necessary to block both di.rections of travel for the loads 
to make a le•t or right turn. (4) T•e 

maneuvers were made at 
low speeds and sometimes the time required to make the turn 
exceeded the green ti•e at signalized intersections° In fact, 
at one intersection dur-:ng the CAlifornia test the coach driver 
had to stop in the road and block all. traffic for approximate].y 
5 minutes while he adjusted the mirror in order to clear a ]_amp 
pole. (4) 

Permits issued by the VJ.rginia Department. of Highways and 
Transportatio•., are valid for travel on only those ro•:-•.• s maint•ined 
by the Department, however, in many cases, when the trip includes 
an urban area, local authorities approve of transportation under 
the Department's permit. (2) Because of the difficulties in 
maneuvering wide loads in urban areas, only a few selected routes 
in these localities have been approved for travel by 12-foot loads 
The wider and longe:. 14-foot load would, in most cases, require 
even greater res%rictions of travel i• urban areas. As demon- 
strated by the California test, in almost every intersection, dela 
inconvenience, and safety hazards were e>.:-per'enced by highway user 

as a result of the 14-foot •{,ide load making a turning maneuver. I 
Virginia the same results could be expected,. 

Potentiai Safety Hazards Created by the Transportation of 
14-Foot Wide Load.% 

The_ potential safety problems associated, with 14-foot wide 
loads can be di_vided into two basJ.c categories (1) problems in- 
herent in the transportation of the load itself, and (2) problems 
the ].oad creates for other traffic on the highway. 
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Safety Hazards Inherent in the Transportation of Wide Loads 

The major problems encountered by the transporters of 
14-foot wide loads result from faulty tires and brakes, frame 
deficiencies, and the wind. In the Midwest Research Institute 
study, flat tires were noted on ii of 59 trips. (7) On 4 of 
the trips, multiple flat tires occurred. In fact, flat tires 
were so coI•on that the researchers developed the graph shown 
in Figure 2 to determine if heavier loads lead to frequent flat 
tires. 

It is obvious that a flat tire on a 14-foot wide load can 
cause hazards that could lead to damage to both the unit and other 
traffic. The hazards could be even greater if the loads are per- 
mitted on the narrow secondary roads previously discussed. Aside 
from potential safety hazards are inconveniences created by @e- 
laying traffic or restricting flow while the tire is being changed. 

The Midwest P.esearch Institute study indicated that wide 
load dri•vers comp].ained of inoperative, inadeq•ate, or unbalanced 
brakes when pulling mobile homes. However, since no incidents 
concerni•;g faulty brakes were reported in the literature, faulty 
brakes appdrently are not a serious problem. 

Several studies report that structural deficiencies create 
a serious safety hazard f©• !4-foot wide mobile and modular housing 
units. California, for examp].e, noted that due to flexing of the 
frame during the test run, constant repair of the aluminum side 
panels was necessary. In one incident •,•hich occurred on a free- 
way, emergency repairs to the panels were necessary to prevent 
them from being blown off. The •idwest Itesearch Institute re- 
ported one incident of a w]•.eel coming off the load and causing 
moto•:ists to co•m•it several e•asive maneuvers to avoid it. One 
of 8 accidents reported by the Virginia State Police resulted 
from a deficiency in the frame (see page 18). 

Per]•aps the most frequently discussed problem concerning the 
structural design of wide loads J.s created by wind. There have 
been cases in which trailers have disintegrated due to severe winds. 
In fact, most states and some of the major carriers of housing 
units have policies regarding movement during windy conditions. Mo- 
bile home units are more sensJ.tive to wind than the heavier modular 
units, because of their relatively low densities. The most dangerous 
winds are the gusty or unexpected cross winds t]•at creat a maneuver- ability problem for the operator of a wide load.* 

*A revie•,• of the Virginia permit manual reveals that wind related 
restrictions have not been placed on the transportation of mobile 
homes. It should be noted that 2 of the 8 accidents reported by 
the Virginia State Police listed strong winds as causal factors. 
It is, therefore, recommended tl•.at the hauling and moving permit 
be revj.sed to prohibit the movement of mobile or indust-.rialized 
housing units when weather reports indicate wind velocities will 
exceed 20 mph. 
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Potential Safety Hazards 14-Foot Wide Loads Impose on Other- 
Highway Users 

Many o/erational effects of transporting 14-foot loads 
create potential accident hazards. For example, encroachment 
of the 14-foot wide load onto adjacent traffic lanes create 
potential for sideswipe accidents foroncoming and passing 
vehicles. Because drivers use the shoulder to avoid a side- 
swipe accident, the potential for a .run-off-the-road or fixed 
object type accident is increased. 

Due to their increased width, length, and weight, 14-foot 
loads were found to travel 5 to I0 mph slower than 12-foot loads. (7) 
This difference in speed creates a potential for accidents. 

The slow speed of the 14-foot loads and the long delays 
due to turning at intersections, co1-•ercia! driveways, etc., 
also create potential accident hazards for the high•/ay user. They 
would be expected to cause rear end and angle type accidents. 

q'he operators on 14-foot wide loads try to position the 
load to encroach on shoulders rather th•n the adjacent roadway 
lane, and this practice creates a hazard for pedestrians and 
bicyclists. A pedestrian would not expect to encounter a load 
encroaching as much as 3 or 4 feet onto the shoulder. 

Motorists using the shoulder when meeting and passing !4-foot 
loads not only create accident potentials, but increase the re 
quired ma__n•enance of tl•e shoulder area. In addition, dirt and 
dust blown up from the s]•oulder cause safety problems for fol- 
lowing cars. 

Another hazard created by 14-foot loads is that they 
restrict visibility of the roadway, including signs and signals, 
for other highway users to a greater degree than do 12 foot wide 
loads. 

Accidents Involving 14-Foot Wide Loads 

While 14-foot-]_oads create operational and safety hazards 
for motorists, reported accidents i•-). states which allow these 
units are rare. •he California and Midwest. Research Institute 
studies suggest low accident frequencies for wide loads. A1 
though there is no substantiatin9 evidence, it can be t]•eorized 
that the low rates are attributable to the safety restrictions 
placed on the loads and the fact that most s.tates require that 
professional drivers be used in the transport of wide units. 
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Accident History of 12-Foot Wide Loads in Virginia 

To determine if wide loads have created an accident prob- 
lem in Virginia, the State Police contacted each of its division 
offices and requested that their officers furnish copies of acci- 
dent reports involving wide loads for calendar years 1974 and 
1975. Only 8 reports were received and it is difficult to ascer- 
tain whether or not these accurately reflect the magnitude of the 
acci.dent problem. This method of data collection is suspect; how- 
ever, computer analysis is not feasible because wide load acci- 
dents are not separately coded and an accurate tabulation would 
involve a lengthy, time-consuming manual process. Contacting the 
division headquarters was the only process that could be accom- 
plished in a short period of time, however, transfers within the 
Department of State Police, and officers on vacation, sick leave,. 
etc., are all circumstances that would tend to create errors •n 
this method of data collectieno Even if a manual tabulation of 
wide load accidents had been feasible, it is doubtful if the 
magnitude of the accident problem could be ascertained as it is 
conceivable that wi.de loads create causal factors that lead to 
accidents in which the wide load is not directly involved. For 
example, an oncoming motorist could run off the road when meeting 
a wide load and strike a guardrail or other fi•ed object. In 
this case, the wide load may have been a causal factor but was 
not directly involved in the crash. Although there is a serious 
doubt as to whether or not the 8 accidents reported by the State 
Police accurately represent the magnitude of the wide load acci- 
dent problem J.n VJ._rginJ•a, the •ummarv of the accidents sl•.own in 
Table 2 indicates that some of the operational problems and 
potential safety hazards mentioned above do lead to accidents. 
In the accidents shown there were no fatalities, 2 persons were 
injured, and property damage was $38, 133. 

Perhaps the most comprehensive study of accidents involving 
mobJ..le homes in Virgini.a was conducted by W. B. Shelton. (9) The 
results of the study are shown in Table 3. During 1969, 24 acci- 
dents invo].ving mobile homes were fouled on facilities under the 
jurisdiction of the Department. In these accidents there were 

no fatalities, 6 persons were injured, and property damage 
amounted to $17,500. 

Of the types of accidents listed in Tables 2 and 3, 14-foot 
wide units would most likely increase the probability of angle 
accidents occurring as a result of improper turns, sideswipes due 
to encroachment on traffic lanes, and fixed object accidents 
due to the load hitting structures such as toll bootl•s. 
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Other Problems 

Enforcement Problems 

One problem discussed in the literature and frequently 
mentioned as a problem with wide loads in Virginia is that 
operators of wide load vehicles often violate the restrictions 
specified in their permits, or in some cases even fail to ob- 
tain a permit. To determine the magnitude of this problem, 
data on permit violations for fiscal year 1974-1975 were ob- 
tained from P. A. Sensabaugh, Jr., Permit Engineer for the 
Virginia Department of ilighways and Transportation. 

In fiscal year 1974-].975, 10,408 permits for loads be- 
tween i0 feet 4 inches and 12 feet wide were issued in Virginia. 
Of these, approximately 950 were blanket, permits issued to the 
mobile home and industrialized housing industry. During the 
year, 306 violations of hauling and moving permits were reported 
by the State Police. Of these, 58 were given to 55 operators 
of mobile home and housing unit carriers transporting units 
tween i0 feet 4 inches and 12 feet wi@e. A sum•ary of the 
violations is given in Table 4. While speeding was the violation 
with the greatest frequency of occurrence, violations of not using 
pilot vehicles and traveling after permitted hours probably create 
more serious hazards for other motorists. 

Although it was not possible to obtain a reasonable esti- 
mate of the annual number of wide load movements made by the 
housing industry, it .would appear that with the rather limited 
patrolling enforcement Officers can make in rural areas, the 
violation rate is higher than desirable. Also, it is suspected 
that many permit violators are not apprehended. Violations of 
current permit regulations lead to needless endangering of the 
motoring public. With the even greater restrictions that would 
be necessary for 14-foot wide -loads, it can be expected that 
the violation rate would increase. 

Motorists' Opinions 

In a 1972 poll, 24% of the American Automobile Association 
(AAA) members surveyed ].isted large house trailers as major annoy- 
ances on the highways. (i0) The Midwest Research Institute con- 
ducted a public opinion survey by means of the two-part question- 
naire given in the Appendix. In the survey, the motorists, in many 
cases, had just encountered a wide load. Unlike the AAA survey, 
the Institute study did not ask the motorists their opinions 
of wide loads but asked if they had been delayed by anything. 
Motorists who had passed a wide load rarely stated that they had 
encountered a delay or safety hazard. One finding of the survey 
was that motorists felt mobile homes were twice as troublesome on 
2-1ane roads as they were on divided highways. 
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Requests for Transporting Units Larger Than 14 Feet 

One concern about permitting 14-foot wide housing units 
on the highways is that this action will generate requests from 
other industries to move similarly wide loads or from the ]•ousing 
industry to move even wider loads. A study of the history of the 
mobile home industry indicates there is no evidence to support 
a belief that m:anufacturers would stop with the request to permit 
movement of the i4-foot wide mobile home. For example, the re- 
sults of a study conducted by Roy Jorgensen and Associates indicate 
t]•at in •i1956, 91% of all mobile homes were 8 feet wide° (ii) In 
1958, 10-foot wide units were replacing the 8-foot units. In 
1962, 12-foot w•.•e units replaced the 10-foot homes. In ].9"76, 
requests for !4-foot wide houses are received. If, as one must 
expect• the hJ_storical trend is fol!owed• the 14-foot unit, if 
•!lowed over the highways, •.•ould entirely replace the 12-foot 
home° As of July 1975, 43 states perm{tted routine transportation 
of 14-foot wide mobile and modular housing units. In 1969, when 
the Jo•<•ensen.• •s•u•.•i• was pubi-ished, only 6 states permitted !4-foot 
wide units° (!i) Also in 1969, Delaware permitted a 16-foot wide 
unit• Kansas a 16 foot-6 inch-unit, Wyoming an 18-foot unit, and 
Texas a 20-foot unit. (II) These data indicate that given approval 
of the 14-foot unit, requests for even wider units are likely. 

Problems E}:perienced in Virginia with 12-Foot Wide Loads 

]•n a te]•ephone.•. surve\•_•. highwav• dis•rict• and residency per- 
sonne• cited the problems listed below as ones the•,, feel are due 
to the movement of 12-foot wide loadso In addition, the principal 
researcher for this •::°•tudy followed several 12-foot mobile and 
modular unlts on 2-1ane and 4-1ane divided highways in both urban 
and rural areas to determine problems created by these units. 
The proble•.•s encountered are included in the summary below and 
are illustrated in Figures 3-6. 

i. Wide loads can completely b].ock traffic, 
especially on secondary roads. 

2. Breakdowns of wide loads cause additional 
problems and delay. 

3. Wide loads b]_o• down signs in highway 
maintenance areas. 

4. Wind ai[fects the movement of •ide loads. 

5. Queues of 30 to 50 vehicles caused by wide 
loads have been observed. 
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Figure 3. Motorists frequently use the shoulder 
when meeting wide loads. 

Figure 4. Wide loads restrict traffic to one-way 
movement at narrow structures. 
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Figure In urban areas, encroachment substantially 
reduces road's capacity and level of service. 

Figure The 
the 

12-foot wide loads frequently 
adjacent traffic lane. 

encroach on 
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6. Wide loads cause maintenance problems on 
shoulders. 

7. "One case of a wide load restricted by a 
horizontal curve was reported; and in 
another case, bridge handrails were re- 
moved on an ll-foot bridge to accolmnodate 
a 12-foot load. 

8. Opposing traffic is forced off the road. 
onto the shoulder. 

9. Traffic is temporarily restricted to one- 

way movement-at narrow structures. 

10. Capacity and level of service are reduced 
by wide loads. 

There is reason to believe that these problems would be 
exacerbated and others would evolve if 14-foot wide loads were 

p e rm i t • c.ec• in Virginia 

Several years ago and again during the past few months, 
the Virginia Stat.c Police filmed the movements of 12-foot wide 
mobile and modular homes on divided and 2-1ane highways through- 
out Virginia. Most of the film was taken by following the loads, 
but i•<•ciuded are several aerial shots. The following is a list 
of problems observed in a viewing of the film. 

I. Wide loads frequently cause oncoming vehicles 
to run off the road onto the shoulder. 

2. Wide loads restrict passing on 2-1ane highways, 
thus causing vehicles to form moving queues 
that delay the flow of traffic. 

3. Wide loads reduce traffic momentarily to one- 

way operation at narrow structures. 

4. It is time-consuming and difficuit to maneuver 
wide loads at grade intersections. 

5. One case was filmed where a 12-foot wide mobile 
home broke down at a point on the highway where 
the vertical sight distance was restricted. The 
breakdown resulted from the loss of a wheel. 
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Alternative to 14-Foot Wide Loads 

One figm, Ingroup, Inc., of Woodland, California, has 
solved the problem of transporting 14-foot wide units by con-. 
structing 14-foot wide by 9-foot high steel frame housing units, 
and tilting them on the flat bed of a truck to create 9-foot 
wide loads. Undoubtedly, the 15- to 16-foot high load, however, 
would still create some clearance problems in certain areas. 
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APPENDIX 

MOTORIST SURVEY PART A 

5744 -E(:•) PERSOI,•AL i IYI'ERVi K•I 

Good Ho•:•ir•([] We are conductin 6 a brief traffic survey for the •,•deral 
Highway Admlnistr:•,tion. Could you tell me-- 

i. Is this a business or non-business trip? 
(Possible answers--Business, Non-business) 

2. About how long have you been driving today? 
'Less than a.u hour, i to • hours, More than 5 hours) 

5. About how msny miles per year do you drive? 
(Under 1,000, l-S,000, 5-].0,000, 10-20,000, more than 20,000) 

4. Is most of your driving for bus•ness or non-business reasons? 
(Business, 5on-busi:..ess) 

What ki.<ds of roe, ds .•o you drive most often? (Rea,•. 
e, nswer:•l) 

6. H•r.m you encountere£ a.•vth•.•g along tLe road tode.y •,La• has .cause.1 you any 
•¢•iay, even it" or;iy briefly? 

Y• s, 'o) 

(Accilent• ?raffic congeation• Slow reeving vehicle, Construction• 
0•her (s:•ecify): 

b. (if slow ';ehicle) :(h•: t2pe of veh•c!e was it? 
(Truck• Hob -•!e home• •us• Car• 0ther) 

7. Have you encountere• anything along the road today theft you felt was s 

safety hazard? 
(•s, :•o) 

a. (If yes-) •<ht•t was it? 
(Acciden¢, Rr'affic congestion, Slow moving vehicle, Ccnztruction, 

Other (specify) 
b. (i slow vehicle)What type of vehicle was it? 

(Truck, Hobile home• •us, Car, Other) 

8. in general--not just on this trip--is there any particular type of vehic.]..e 
which cs•uses you problems in terms of delay or safety? 

(Truck, MobiLe home, Bus• Car• 0tl•er) 

9. Did you noti.cq any wide loads such mobile homes being transported on 
this tr] p? 

(Yes• 
a. (•2 yes) Was ii, movin• i.n your direction? 

(Y•, •:o) 

(yes, i",.;• 

c. 
(if yes) Why did it cause you a probl•m? 

(ilard to see a.round• •,!ovi_ng too stow• Couldn't pass, Taking two lanes• 
Other (:•pecify) 

Tt•ank you very much for helping us in this tr;•ffic safety survey. We would 
certainly appr,•:i.:•te yo•r op•n•o•s on the traffic questions on this f'orm, t)].ease 
fill it out at your convenience and drop Jt in the •,ai]. No postage •'.: needed. 

Source- Reference No. 7 



APPENDIX (Cont.) 

MOTORIST SURVEY--PART B 

PART B MAIL-BACK QUESIIQNI'qAIRE 

PLEASE CHOOSE YOUR AIqSWFRS FROM TI4iS I.,IST 
(See back of page for examples) 

A. Passenger sedans 
B. Sports cars 
C. Self-contained motorized campers (such as motor homes, \Vil•r,c:ba•os) 
D. Large sing!e'unit trucks (such 

as dump i-rucks) 
E. l.argc rno•;le ,•ornes transported by truck 
F. Lar;•e mulli--u•it trucks (suct• as semis or trr.,ctor-iraiiars) 
G. PassenE•er buses 
H. Cars iov..,'nc 6 •roiJors (sucJ• cs ',c•t traile;s and 

Ol;•cr ,•,lease describe) 
J. lqone 

PLEASE ANSWER IHE FQLLO",V!i".!G "OLiEST'ONS 

o. Which vehicles do you feel are a safety hazard on tt-•e lnt-erst.ste Highway 
S.ys ern ? 

b. V/hi.!: vehicl:•s do >'o,.: feel are a safety hsz..qrd o• t'.,do-.iene h]ghv•,ays'? 

2. a. Which vehic!.:-:s most often cause yqu delay on the !nfer•-a e tlig!•v.,a/ 5ys!crn? 
b. Wt-,ich vei•ir:les most often cause you delay on two-lane 

a. Which vehicles do you think should be limited in their use o{ ',i,e Jnters{at•:; 
Highway System .•o reslricfed hours, v,,eati••r concl..itions, elc. ? 

b. Which vehic!es do you thin!.-, should be lir',•it,:.d in th:•ir use. highways to res!ricted haul's, weaiher conditions, etc. ? 

4. a. Which vehicles do :you think should not ever be allowed to use the Interstate 
Highway System ? 

b.. Wt•ich vehicles do you think sl,ould not ever b,-.• allowed 1o use two-lane 
highways ? 

Wl•ict-, vehicles do you no',': own? 

Wt•ich vehicles have you ever driven often? 

In gei•era.l, v,,l,ich vel•icles cause the most problems for olt;cr drivers? 
Ple(•se list them wilh li-•ose causing "tt,e •nost prot:,iems firsl, anct tl•nse 
causing lne least problems lost. 

]t-tANI( YOU. 

Please •se I)•ck of pa.qe if you v,'isl• to mal::e any c•d.:iitional comments. 


